### 34’ 2-Bay Composite Hopper

**Illinois Terminal**
- RND70901: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, ITC #4068
- RND70902: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, ITC (4-PACK) #1
- RND70903: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, ITC (4-PACK) #2
- RND70904: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, ITC (4-PACK) #3

**Pennsylvania**
- RND70905: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, PRR War Bonds #220998
- RND70906: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, PRR War Bonds (4-PACK) #1
- RND70907: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, PRR War Bonds (4-PACK) #2
- RND70908: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, PRR War Bonds (4-PACK) #3

**Reading**
- RND70909: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, RDG #66063
- RND70910: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, RDG (4-PACK) #1
- RND70911: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, RDG (4-PACK) #2
- RND70912: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, RDG (4-PACK) #3

**Southern**
- RND70913: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, SOU #105345
- RND70914: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, SOU (4-PACK) #1
- RND70915: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, SOU (4-PACK) #2
- RND70916: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, SOU (4-PACK) #3

**Union Pacific* **
- RND70917: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, UP #88713
- RND70918: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, UP (4-PACK) #1
- RND70919: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, UP (4-PACK) #2
- RND70920: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, UP (4-PACK) #3

**Lehigh Valley**
- RND70921: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, LV #15037
- RND70922: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, LV (4-PACK) #1
- RND70923: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, LV (4-PACK) #2
- RND70924: HO 34’ 2-Bay Hopper w/Coal Load, LV (4-PACK) #3

### All Road Names

**PROTOTYPE AND BACKGROUND INFO:**

The development of the hopper car went along with the development of automated handling of such commodities, with automated loading and unloading facilities.

Open hopper cars are used for commodities such as coal, which can suffer exposure with less detrimental effect. Hopper cars have been used by railways worldwide whenever automated cargo handling has been desired.

This page is based on the copyrighted Wikipedia article “Hopper Car” (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hopper_car); it is used under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License (CC-BY-SA) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:CC-BY-SA. You may redistribute it, verbatim or modified, providing that you comply with the terms of the CC-BY-SA.

**MODEL FEATURES:**

- Removable coal load
- Decorated models fully-assembled and ready to run out of the box
- Highly-detailed, injection-molded body
- Separately applied brake wheel
- Machined metal wheels
- Weighted for trouble free operation
- Wheels with RP25 contours operate on all popular brands of track
- Body mounted McHenry operating scale knuckle couplers
- Window packaging for easy viewing plus interior plastic blister safely holds the model for convenient storage
- Replacement parts available
- Minimum radius: 15”

**$26.98 Individual SRP $99.98 4-Pack SRP**

*Union Pacific Licensed Product*